
3 THE EQUIVALENCE OF EVENTS 

Jeanne Die/man. 23 Quai du Commerce. 

10BO Bruxelles 

Tragedy as a mechanism is based upon a calamitous persistence in one's ways. 
-Kenneth Burke' 

When she bangs the glass on the table and you think the milk might spill, that's as 
dramatic as the murder.-Chantal Akerman, 19772 

Jeanne Dielman, 23 Quai du Commerce, 1080 Bruxelles is a work about bal-
ance, a balance resulting from the film's structural precision as well as from 
an impetus toward quiescence and inertia in the diegesis. Akerman's mini-
mal and hyperrealist style is deeply involved in this equilibrium. My con-
cern here is to establish the link in the film between formal and thematic 
balance, investigating the effects of a "perfect" parity between the two. An 
investigation of Akerman's minimal hyperrealism necessarily involves an 
account ofthe excess generated by its all-too-perfect equilibrium. 

Balance applies in the film's formal overinscription as well as in its the-
matics of an enforced stability. Jeanne Dielman follows a mandate of ob-
session compulsion, its balance construed through the guise of an overly 
ritualized presentation of household routines. The habits of a mother/ 
housewife and part-time prostitute and the shaping of her controlled order 
are matched by a cinematic structure consistent in both its display (of, for 
example, the scenes in which Jeanne cooks meals) and its elisions (of the 
sex scenes). As rigid as the character's own self-imposed chronology, this 
structure consists of a set of a priori decisions-about the camera's location 
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and height vis-a.-vis the filmic event-that remains unchanged through 
most of the film. 

The narrative structure of Jeanne Die/man is predicated on a formal and 
dramatic equivalence between major and minor events. Akerman uses 
literal time and a fixed frontal frame to depict actions merely hinted at in 
conventional feature films. We are shown the cooking and eating of every 
meal for three days, the washing of dishes, the making of beds, the taking 
of a bath. We observe Jeanne both following her meticulous routine and 
killing time. Most of the actions are followed in their entirety. When they 
are not, the repetitive nature of Jeanne's gestures suggests a mold to be 
imaginatively filled in by the spectator watching an action or event not 
fully shown the second time round (as, for instance, the second time 
Jeanne takes a bath, and so on). Akerman's refusal merely to indicate an 
action through some kind of synecdochal tag, reinforces one's sense of a 
quotidian routine of tasks carried on repeatedly and in full. The feeling of 
repetition, I would claim, is a well-orchestrated effect, since one in fact 
seldom sees any diegetic task performed in its entirety twice in the film. 
What we do see is the "interminable" of the scene: the full duration of a 
task and of a character's waiting. 

By presenting unique instances of a gesture or event, and by stressing 
real-time representation, Akerman frustrates the abstracting nature of rep-
etition-the suggestion of constant recurrence (every day, week, month). 
As a result of the indexical relations between photographic record and 
reality, real-time representation foregrounds the particularizing nature of 
the cinematic event. At the same time, Akerman exerts a precise, delicate 
economy: she systematically "subtracts" from specific scenes. This fru-
gality is a matter not simply of available cinematic time but of the pos-
sibility of a newly constructed visibility: the film's hyperbolic focus on the 
quotidian, a focus we imagine as a literal rendition of the actions of the 
central character, is so extreme that for a long time into the film we over-
look its cost-the partial or complete elision of scenes. 

When focusing on Jeanne's cooking, the camera-with two important 
exceptions-is located facing the kitchen from the door, parallel to the 
kitchen sink and oven. It insistently faces a focal action point-table, oven, 
or sink. This obdurate fixity creates extreme lags of on-screen action, for 
one quickly learns that the action in a scene does not terminate when the 
character leaves the frame. This is, indeed, one of the film's first lessons: 
the camera will face the area of an action's start, even when this action 
moves off-frame or is elided. Akerman signals an impending cut by having 
Jeanne complete her tasks, move off-screen, and turn off the lights after 
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leaving the frame. There is a "post action lag of about six seconds before 
the cut. "3 On the other hand. the next shot always begins in medias res. 

We also see Jeanne between spaces-in the corridor as she passes from 
bedroom to bathroom or from kitchen to living room. Akerman starts 
a sequence that could be titled "Getting Sylvian (Jeanne's son) Out to 
School" in the kitchen, but she also films Jeanne as she enters the living 
room, where her son is asleep, to turn on the heater and wake him up. The 
recording ofJeanne's trajectory inside the house is, as we shall see, as basic 
to the film as the shift from literal to fictional representation that occurs 
later on. 

That Akerman's standardized procedures of setup and editing seem to 
follow Jeanne's logic and movements soon becomes one of the film's for-
mal correlates, so that any disruption in the character's system can be 
represented by a concurrent rupture in the editing pattern. Most of the film 
is shot indoors, providing an additional means to maintain, through fram-
ing, the idea of order. The three walls of each room in which Jeanne moves, 
if not always present in the image, are nevertheless the spatial references 
that localize and frame her. At the same time, Akerman emphasizes a 
Renaissance perspectival composition through the use of symmetry and, 
through the low height (her own) of the camera, creates the illusion of 
diagonal lines converging on a central point within the frame. 4 This use of 
perspective qualifies Akerman's abstracting strategies as structural and 
narrative rather than visual and aural: her hyperrealism is characterized 
by a hypostasis of illusionist perspective and realist representation. 

Throughout the film we are constantly reminded of other, more conven-
tional ways of telling the same story. Akerman's parti pris is original: her 
twisting of narrative takes place through the selection and amplification of 
devices usually associated with conventional Hollywood narrative. She 
hyperbolizes perspective, linear chronology, ellipsis, and the naturalistic 
conventions of having single actors perform single characters. Insisting 
on, indeed amplifying narrative elements, Akerman defines a homoge-
neous texture that subverts the codes of cinematic transparency from 
within.5 

Akerman's narrative is elliptical and stylistically rigorous. It makes 
sparse use of anecdotal detail. Her "litany of constricted forms-austere 
camera movement, tight grid of controlled spaces, minimum verbal com-
munication counterpointed by heightened natural sounds"6 constitutes 
an amplificatory tactic proper to what I have termed an "aesthetics of 
homogeneity. "7 

The frontal camera angles and the absence of reverse shots in Jeanne 
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Dielman are part of the assertiveness with which Akerman uses the rep-
resentational image. The film's skewed frontality makes us ask, "Why 
doesn't Jeanne look at us [at the cameral?" This frontality defies the pre-
cise, ritualistic changes of camera angle that secure a sense of continuity in 
the classic cinematic/ analytic pattern, but it also challenges the thrust of 
the direct address in many anti-illusionistic films.8 Akerman explicates 
what analytic editing would mean in Jeanne Dielman when she explains 
why she discarded this form of cutting: "It was the only way to shoot that 
scene and to shoot that film. To avoid cutting the woman in a hundred 
pieces, ... cutting the action in a hundred places, to look carefully and to 
be respectful."9 In fact this narrative has a center whose distance from the 
object never changes: "You always know what point of view it is. It's al-
ways the same .... I didn't go too close, but I didn't go too far away .... It 
was not a neutral look, ... but the camera was not voyeuristic in the com-
mercial way because you always know where I am. You know it wasn't 
shot through the keyhole."lO Akerman's extended naturalistic shots, at 
medium distance, modify both classic film narrative with its regulated 
alternation of shots and experimental film, where the concept of time 
could almost be a substitute for the image. In "Repetition Time," Stephen 
Heath discusses the specific process through which a structural materi-
alist film denies narrative:11 "The account given will be extremely sub-
jective or extremely objective (towards a description of the filmic con-
struction, the uses of repetition, camera mobility, etc.)."12 Yet in Jeanne 
Dielman, and this is precisely the film's "difference," the idea of time 
("objective") and the feeling of repetition ("subjective") are not proposed 
as substitutes for the flow of the narrative. The idea of time is indissolubly 
linked to Akerman's hyperrealism, adding to it a different perceptual 
demand. 

The extension of time through a naturalistic image-the hyperrealist 
effect proposed-has as its utmost limit the question, "What am I doing 
here watching what this woman is doing?" The question implies not just a 
confusion between a naturalistic image and reality but the actual pos-
sibility of entering the fiction. It is the nature of the image that it seems to 
invite us to enter a diegetic process. Yet the kinds of correspondences that 
usually regulate the time of the narrative, of storytelling according to this 
or that dramatic effect, arc not respected. As Akerman herself says, she 
uses duration as a presence rather than for mood (as she had done in her 
early film L'Enfant aime ou je joue ii etre une femme mariee [The beloved 
child, or I play at being a married woman], 1971).13 This difference is as 
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crucial in the film as Akerman's avoidance of reverse shots: it defines the 
separateness of director, spectator, and character. 

Jeanne Die/man "objectifies" the character's and spectator's experience 
through its orchestration of repetition: the patterned cinematic structurn, 
Jeanne's routine behavior, and the spectator's endurance in the face of 
boredom all constitute parallel yet distinct registers of sameness. This 
sameness negates the image, creating a form of abstractive blindness, 
which explains why one tends, in describing Jeanne Die/man, to mis-
remember the complex and detailed map of Jeanne's routine. If we are 
to follow this narrative, we must modify our notions of repetition and 
nothingness. An eye attentive to change is the only possibility left: seeing 
and not seeing stand in this film as opposites corresponding respectively 
to, on the one hand, attention to sometimes minute changes (in the image 
and in events) and, on the other, to complete alienation. 

This reconception of focus must extend not only to the dramatic content 
of the scenes (cooking, knitting, killing) but also to cinematic events, 
events pertaining to filmic texture and structure. Through extended dura-
tion and fixed frame, the spectator experiences the profilmic event as an 
expansive materiality. The dishcloth, her apron, the weight of plates, the 
soup tureen on the dining table-all become heightened synesthetic foci. 

The complicity between spectator and character, then, depends on an 
interplay between attention and inattention. And it is this interplay, fi-
nally, that constructs the particular quality of perception and memory 
invoked by the work. One remembers each image and detail of Jeanne 
Die/man through Akerman's proposal of a seesaw movement: the impos-
sibility of choosing one pole of reading-story-"against" the other, a lit-
eral flow of time. 

Excess Description: Robbe-Grillet and Cinematic Hype .... ealism 

Akerman's use of both repetitive compositions and extended real-time 
shuts raises questions about the destabilizing, supplementary effect of 
detailed description. The insistence on remaining with the scene even 
after its narrational or referential information has been decoded inevitably 
solicits an estranged experience of the image. The hyperattentiveness 
urged on the viewer by Akerman's extended takes in real time is reinforced 
by the fixity of camera setup and height. At the same time, this camera 
fixity exacts a qualification of, or at least a reflection on, the sort of atten-
tion it commands: the camera's rigid stare directs our awareness to the 
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minutiae ofthe action, but as soon as Jeanne leaves the frame, the camera's 
fixed position discloses our attention as one utterly focused on the human 
presence. 

Akerman's interest in Jeanne's presence has been likened to voyeur-
ism.14 But this interpretation is only possible if one assumes that the cam-
era's fixed position is a strategy based on a (character-identified) limit: the 
impossibility of following the supposed object of attention-Jeanne-out 
of the frame. The fixity of the camera in Jeanne Dielman, however, is not 
confined to special situations; it restricts one's vision consistently. Be-
sides, we have not been granted access to the diegesis through a point-of-
view structure of camera shots. Our sole means of identification is with the 
camera. Indeed, the film is firm in its denial of identificatory processes.15 

By reinforcing one's curiosity about human presence, Akerman ulti-
mately discloses the anti-anthropomorphic thrust of hyperrealism. The 
fixity of the camera position is a self-limiting strategy that implicates the 
spectator beyond the play of identification. Its fixity represents a frame, 
the better to see what is shown-Jeanne, but also the table, the sink, the 
dishes. 

The "traditional" scene is usually equated with human presence, or at 
least with its imminent appearance. In Jeanne Dielman, however, as the 
unwavering camera truncates or elides human bodies, it participates, from 
the very start, in an economy of excess and lack. When Jeanne leaves the 
frame, the camera's poised stare placates the curiosity for human presence 
through what visibly becomes a hyperreality. Displaced onto sets and ob-
jects, the camera's extended gaze enhances the effect of defamiliarization 
produced by Akerman's literal representations. Objects and spaces gain an 
effect of presence that is entirely devoid of metaphysical or symbolic sig-
nificance. Akerman imposes a sense of gravity and physicality on both 
people and objects as they are anchored on screen. And as these images 
stimulate our awareness of the texture of domestic objects, it is as if we had 
gained an extrasensorial dimension. The difference between one fixity 
that restructures perception and emphasizes cinematic elements and an-
other that redirects our curiosity to a missing presence might seem minor. 
But in Jeanne Dielman, the tension between these two possibilities allows 
a perceptual energy directed at the scene to be transfigured into a proto-
narrative. 

This anti-anthropomorphism in Akerman's stance, this descriptive 
thrust that equates objects and human beings, this sense first and foremost 
of things "being there" for one's attention, is shared with the creators of the 
nouveau roman. For Alain Robbe-Grillet, the indexical image can block 
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interpretation or metaphysical projection. In his essays he discusses how 
his supposedly "direct," and in a way limited, presentation ofthe referent 
is intended to counter significance. "Formal description," he says, "is 
above all a limitation: when it says 'parallelepiped,' it knows it achieves 
no Beyond, but at the same time it cuts short any possibility of seeking 
one."16 Robbe-Grillet's strategic use of verbal description, based almost 
entirely on the visual sense, offsets any transcendental or psychological 
undertone. 

What Roland Barthes, in his essay "Objective Literature: Alain Robbe-
Grillet," calls "formal description" provides striking analogies with Aker-
man's effects ofliteral representation, insofar as both approaches engage in 
a blockage of symbolic meaning: "The description of the object somehow 
exceeds its function ... and at the very moment we expect the author's 
interest to lapse, having exhausted the object's instrumentality, that inter-
est persists, ... bringing the narrative to a sudden, untimely halt and 
transforming a simple implement into space."17 Literalness, or the use 
of real-time action, is Akerman's cinematic equivalent of the description 
based on visuality that Barthes perceptively discerns in Robbe-Grillet's 
work. It is the way Robbe-Grillet leans on the visual sense that creates the 
effect of objecthood he desires. 18 As Barthes writes, "This preference for 
the visual enforces some curious consequences, the primary being that 
Robbe-Grillet's object is never drawn in third dimensions, in depth: ... 
[it) has no being beyond phenomenon: it is not ambiguous, not allegorical, 
not even opaque. "19 Considering Robbe-Grillet's and Akerman's medium-
specific modes of objectification, it is important to emphasize their shared 
anti psychological thrust. Both Robbe-Grillet's literature and Akerman's 
cinematic hyperrealism are constructed upon selected reductions and am-
plifications. Robbe-Grillet's project of using qualifiers and nouns relating 
solely to the visual sense is echoed in Akerman's films through the de-
vice of extended duration-a device reflecting a phenomenological under-
standing that relies on the hyperbolic foregrounding of one specific sense. 
However, although Akerman intimates, as it were, an extra dimension 
through her hyperbolic reductions, the supplement produced through 
these concerted restrictions is radically antimetaphysical, as it is with 
Robbe-Grillet. 

The emphasis on the sense of sight is significantly related to the doub-
ling of referentiality implicit in description. Conventionally, description 
is a form oflanguage that stands merely as a recording-a sort of bypass of 
more elaborate processes of signification. It is a mode of expression, then, 
that doubles the work of reference implicit in language itself. In a visual 
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medium such as film-and hence the importance of Robbe-Grillet's insis-
tence on a description based on vision-this referentiality is the "natural" 
given of indexical representation. And as it is dwelt upon through descrip-
tion or duration, it can only yield an excess, one that belies, as hyperreal-
ism does, the illusions of "objectiveness." Instead of using language in a 
patently connotative way, objective literature, literal art, and Akerman's 
minimal and hyperrealist cinema all insist on amplifying what is implicit 
in any indexical language: its rendering of a first, "immediate" meaning-
its referent. 

Yet through the unsettling effect of excess description, Akerman ap-
proaches an abstract concreteness that unbalances referentiality. There is a 
sort of metamorphosis: the sharpness of the depiction borders on the hal-
lucinatory. Akerman's hyperrealist style crosses a certain threshold of in-
tensity. An oscillation between recognizing the familiar and being es-
tranged from it is one of the central features of Jeanne Dielman. This effect 
of making strange through representation is part of the hyperrealist aspect 
of Akerman's style: the extreme concentration on a certain set of images or 
gestures over an extended period of time leads to a basic questioning of the 
conventions sustaining the identity between reality and representation. 20 

Distended temporality is inseparable from Akerman's particular brand of 
abstraction, from her hyperbolic indexicality. 

The use of repetitive pattern in the film seems to imply an abstract 
category or tag. Yet the film's enhancement of the visual and aural senses 
frustrates a categorical grid, enforcing a nonconceptual modality of per-
ception. Resisting a subsumption of repetition in an abstract notion (that, 
for instance, of calling the actions in Jeanne Dielman "housekeeping"), 
Akerman refuses to employ what Rosalind Krauss calls "the single exam-
ple that would imply the whole" and opts instead for" accounts of events 
composed by a string of almost identical details connected by 'and.' "21 

Referring to the work of Sol LeWitt, Samuel Beckett, and Robbe-Grillet, 
Krauss names their proposals of concrete description and ateleological 
listing an "absurd nominalism." Of these works in general and that of 
LeWitt in particular she remarks, 

The experience of the work [LeWitt's Variations of Incomplete Open 
Cubes) goes exactly counter to the 'look of thought. ... whether di-
agrammatic or symbolic, [classical expressions of logic) are precisely 
about the capacity to ... imply an expansion with only the first two 
or three terms, ... to use, in short, the notion of etcetera. 22 

Krauss continues, 
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The babble of a LeWitt serial expansion ... has the loquaciousness of 
the speech of children or of the very old, in that its refusal to summar-
ize, to use the single example that would imply the whole, is like 
those feverish accounts of events composed of a string of almost iden-
tical details connected by "and. "23 

Krauss's analysis points to the kind of dissolution of synthetic formu-
lations that critics have also found in Robert Morris's minimalism and 
Robbe-Grillet's literature. In a more general way, Akerman's avoidance of 
abstractive processes also defines some of the strategies of "defamiliariza-
tion" (ostranenie) proposed by the Russian formalist Victor Shklovsky. For 
Shklovsky, "The purpose of art is to impart the sensation of things as they 
are perceived and not as they are known ... to make the stone stony."Z4 
Thus he proposes making the familiar strange by not naming the thing 
known-proposes the replacement of its name by concrete description. 
Art, he says, is characterized by such evasion, which reflects an attempt to 
counter a process of perception that has become automatic-an "algebraic 
method of thought" where one apprehends "objects only as shapes with 
imprecise extensions," where one knows the object "by its configuration" 
but sees "only its silhouette."z5 Here we find one of the recurrent themes 
explored at the intersection of phenomenology and modernism.26 This is 
the compass point by which Akerman's work steers: it is a matter of sub-
stituting the knowledge of an object for a "vision" ofit, calling attention to 
its materiality through a "roughening" of its language. 

Still, when one analyzes Akerman's use ofreal-time representation as a 
reflexive strategy, one finds that its effects far surpass a simple calling of 
attention to the stoniness of the stone. Literal rendition of events undoubt-
edly creates a "roughened" cinematic texture, but what matters in Jeanne 
Dielman is the specific dimension of Akerman's "making strange." What 
demands address is the connection between the enhanced cinematic ma-
teriality of her work and the thematics of automatism and obsession com-
pulsion that run through it. 

Bracketing Drama: The Other Scene 

If I have insisted until now on a reading of Jeanne Dielman based on the 
defamiliarizing effect of duration, I should also say that the film's narrative 
is not composed completely of extended shots of housekeeping. There are 
indeed many such scenes shown in their entirety: Jeanne making her bed, 
laying a white towel carefully at the bed's center, waiting at the post office, 
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buttoning her robe, folding her son's pajamas. There are also the extended 
dialogues-qua-monologues. But, some of these scenes are presented to us a 
second time; these "repeats" are usually cut so that they begin in medias 
res, leaving it to our memories to provide the full action out of what we 
have just seen forty or fifty minutes earlier. And besides these partially 
elided scenes-which, given our memory of a recent, similar scene, work 
as complete sequences-Jeanne Dielman presents complete, almost comi-
cal elisions, such as Jeanne's walk around the block with her son after 
dinner. The two figures leave along one side of the street; they vanish in 
the dark; the camera shifts to face down the street in the other direction; 
they reappear from the dark and reenter the building-the entire sequence 
taking something less than thirty seconds. 

In addition, a series of very short shots punctuates the long takes of the 
household and lets us see, though only barely, the clients Jeanne receives 
every afternoon. Though there are other ellipses in the film, these are its 
most significant. As Jeanne receives her clients, the camera's low height 
truncates their bodies. The camera is positioned by the apartment door 
with the bedroom door in the background; one sees Jeanne's body from her 
chin down, taking the customers' coats and hats. The truncation of the 
frame is so extreme that we can see the men's (and Jeanne's) full upper 
contour only as they follow Jeanne toward the bedroom door. 

The fixity of this framing is obstinate. Throughout the film, the camera's 
stare marks a refusal to give the characters centrality. This same refusal 
defines the subtractive gesture that sets up Akerman's elisions of the 
scenes inside the bedroom. For between those moments by the apartment 
door-as she receives first the client, then later his money-another door is 
of central importance: the door ofthe bedroom, which Jeanne approaches 
with the client. They enter, and he closes it after him. The camera remains 
facing the corridor and the door. 1\vo seconds later the light gets darker 
abruptly, in a faux jump cut that marks the passage to a later moment: 
Jeanne opens the bedroom door and leaves with the customer. The ellipsis 
is diegetically justified, with the natural passage of time-the period from 
late afternoon to early evening-implied by the difference of light within 
the shot. Thus it is only the suddenness of the shift from lighter to darker 
that in any way produces the effect of ellipsis. 

This shift in "time," moreover, is effected simply by switching offthe set 
lights. Actually a switching off of lights pervades the film: Jeanne has a 
mania for turning off the lights before she leaves any room, even if she is 
leaving for just a few moments. The perversion of the "naturalness" of 
filmic conventions in these temporal ellipses is therefore double. First, 
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there is a refusal of the gradual passage of time usually connoted by the 
cinematic ellipsis-Akerman's ellipses are abruptly performed rather than 
evoked. At the same time, the turning off and on of lights has already been 
introduced through Jeanne's obsessiveness and frugality, so that the ar-
tifice of Akerman's ellipsis is naturalized-we are already acclimatized to 
these switches of light. We have come to see them as normal. Yet it is only 
Jeanne's borderline behavior-her naturalness runs mechanically-that al-
lows such a perfect, and radical. perversion of cinematic naturalism on 
Akerman's part. 

The bedroom scenes that would provide a literal, continuous temporal-
ity for these episodes are elided. The ellipses are basic to Akerman's non-
totalist bent in cinematic representation. For she does not mask the fact 
that she is suppressing the bedroom scenes-she actually displays it, with 
mastery and purpose. The stubborn linearity and homogeneity of Aker-
man's treatment of every scene allows these unseen scenes to fuse with 
those of the housekeeping routines. Through this homogeneous texture, 
Akerman construes an equivalence of events: among her other routine 
housekeeping chores, Jeanne hides the signs of prostitution. This diegetic 
indifferentiation is further reinforced by the similarly matter-of-fact way 
in which the filmmaker treats both the prostitution episodes and the cook-
ing chores. 

Actually Akerman's elisions parallel Jeanne's own concealments, add-
ing to the effect of order that Jeanne tries to impose on her life. Clean-
ing and hiding here stand for each other in perfect homology. This hid-
ing, though neutralized-mingled with the peeling of potatoes and the 
babysitting-is recorded and shown. Still, through the manner in which 
she shows Jeanne hiding, Akerman builds a peculiar complicity with the 
character. We are led both to sense and immediately to forget that these 
men, doors, and money represent a major possibility of rupture in Jeanne's 
routine. This forgetting is encouraged through the way their presence nat-
urally and rapidly gives way to other "nondramatic" events, shown in 
long take. When Jeanne carefully puts away the money she has earned in 
the soup tureen that sits at the center of the table, midway between bed-
room and kitchen, for example, this gesture takes its place among the long 
and detailed shots of the home routine. 

Jeanne Dielman can be perceived as creating a complicity between nar-
rative procedures and narrated acts and gestures. Akerman shows her 
empathy toward Jeanne's story by neutralizing the importance, in the hier-
archy of spectacle, of the fictive obscenity in relation to "minor" house-
keeping events. Little by little, this complicity is made apparent, poised as 
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Jeanne carries the pot of burned potatoes, Delphine Seyrig in Jeanne Dieiman, 23 
Quai du Commerce, 1080 Bruxelles (1975). Frame enlargement, print courtesy of 
New Yorker Films. 

it is on unstable ground. The starting point of this imbalance is the rupture 
ofthe homology that had unproblematically correlated narrative and story 
levels: on the one hand, the order and repetition of housekeeping tasks 
shown in long take, on the other, flashes of very short scenes, vestiges , that 
cover up what is "out of scene" -the obscene. 

When Jeanne closes the door after a client, her hair is tousled and the 
potatoes have burned. The event, dramatically minimized, that stands 
elliptically between closed doors pushes into the long take, disrupting its 
order. It is here that the film shifts its course. After the first link is estab-
lished between Jeanne's disheveled hair (the obscene) and the burned 
potatoes (the scene), there is no way back. This connection is signaled by 
the first major change in camera position: for the first time, the camera 
stands by the oven, facing the door. It lingers there for a few seconds before 
Jeanne opens the door. Distraught, she stops, leaves the kitchen, goes into 
the corridor, stops again, and returns. And as the camera reverts to its 
original position, filming from the door into the kitchen, Jeanne starts 
one of cinema's greatest choreographies of displaced anxiety: she doesn't 
know what to do with (the fact of) the burned potatoes. 

It is also at this point that the system of editing is deranged. Through the 
first half of the film, Akerman establishes a sequence of allowing Jeanne to 
finish her activities, leave the frame, and turn off the light before the direc-
tor cuts to another shot. Here, instead, Akerman cuts in medias res, while 
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Jeanne is still in the kitchen and moving toward the door. From this en-
trance to the kitchen on, all of her obsessive order runs amok. She will 
later open the bedroom window before turning on the lights, and she 
wanders into and out of the bathroom twice, all the while holding the pot 
of potatoes, undecided as to what to do with this evidence of misconduct. 
In Jeanne's logic, the burned potatoes cannot be turned into mashed po-
tatoes: the evidence must disappear completely, leaving no residue. And 
the menu must be restored as initially planned. 

After this scene in Jeanne Dielman, all the activities to follow are played 
out as lacking in precision in relation to the way they were performed 
earlier on, during the first and second days of the film's action. The per-
verse notion of balance in Jeanne Dielman is given away by the fact that 
this scene bisects the film in two halves. Exactly ninety-five minutes into 
its run, the film starts almost paradigmatic ally to display every routine 
action as potentially faulty. On the third day, a tragicomic roster of hesita-
tions emerges. These hesitations bear direct relation to a particular time: 
Jeanne constantly checks to see what time it is, confirming the fact that 
she has started to perform her activities earlier and has lost her habitual 
precision. 

The pervasion of the scene by what is outside the scene, and the subse-
quent disruptions of the order that Jeanne has established in her routine, 
are not felt as a sudden inflection, though they bring about a change in the 
process of addressing the spectator. It is exactly when our attention has 
become in a sense trained to distinguish minor differences in the "same-
ness of the scene" that we are answered on a diegetic level, that ruptures 
start to show in the hitherto carefully constructed and untroubled analogy 
between filmic structure and story. Yet after the initial sequence, with the 
burned potatoes, where the system falters along with Jeanne, the camera 
maintains its center. With one important exception-when Jeanne goes 
into the kitchen for scissors to open a gift she has received, the camera 
position is similar to that when she finds the burned potatoes-neither the 
framing nor the editing pattern changes in the subsequent scenes. This 
uniformity allows us to perceive, in the profilmic, the sign itself of alter-
ation. We become aware of the passion that might exist under Jeanne's 
calm expression, and we retrospectively start to read this seemingly un-
changed expression as reflecting the growing anguish of silence. 

The keyhole view that Chantal Akerman denies us is a displaced pres-
ence in this film. The extended duration of the shots no longer points to a 
non dramatic action but starts to function as the locus par excellence ofthe 
drama's eruption. 
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For the first two hours, all in Jeanne Dielman is startling order. This 
rigor supports a comparison of the film's structure to a game of "What is 
wrong with this picture?" The rhyming of formal and structural tone with 
the profilmic event in leanne Dielman is akin to the strategic engagement 
of the spectator's expectations in structural film. As minimal art, struc-
tural film reduces the number of elements involved in its scrutiny. Struc-
tural film offers a paradigm (formal repetition, seriality, etc.) through 
which the viewer can reconstruct its governing system, and in a way pre-
dict its "narrative"; it thus invites one to read the development of the film 
as a "natural" sequence of events, as an organic match between profilmic 
and cinematic orders. The interplay between recognizing the utter arbi-
trariness of this sequencing and noticing that which might break its ex-
pected pattern is a basic component of the structural film's vocabulary and 
intention. 27 

Akerman sets a formal and a behavioral paradigm only the better to 
expose its underside. The narrative is predicated on the difference be-
tween the first two days and the third day of Jeanne's routine. In its didac-
tic exposure of the fragility of order, this discrepancy implies a moral tale: 
a fork falls, dishes remain sudsy, the brush flies as Jeanne shines the shoes, 
and she arrives either too early or too late to each of her routine stations. 
Objects seem animistically fraught, with a will of their own, and time, 
Jeanne's motor, starts being felt (by her and by us) as the reverse and 
constitutive side of boredom: as impatience and anguish. 

It is on the third day that, because of an initial derangement of Jeanne's 
chronology (she wakes before her alarm clock rings), we see her sit apa-
thetically at the kitchen table, then suddenly go to the back balcony, pick 
up a broom, leave it, and return to the chair. She stands up again, taking 
some coffee from the thermos bottle. She pours in some milk, and ... the 
coffee tastes bad. She tastes the milk, brings out the sugar, carefully choos-
ing perfect cubes which she joins symmetrically in a tiny rectangle before 
putting them in her drink-and the coffee still tastes bad. Then she starts 
making more coffee from scratch. Her apathy is given a purpose-to wait 
for the coffee to seep slowly through the Melita filter. Thierry de Duve has 
described this figuration of time-the water seeping through a domestic 
apparatus shaped rather like an hourglass-as a representation of one of 
the temporalities administered by Jeanne and by Akerman. Providing a 
metaphoric level for all the film's scenes in real time, the Melita coffee 
scene constitutes an image of "time as entropy, as irreversibility. "28 

The extra activity does not rebalance Jeanne's chronology. She sits in 
an old mustard-colored armchair, taking its shape and faded tone, only 
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Duration in Jeanne Dielman: Coffee filter as hourglass, Delphine Seyrig in Jeanne 
Dielman. 23 Quai du Commerce, 1080 BruxeJ/es (1975). Framfl enlargement, cour-
tesy of New Yorker Films. 

breathing. It is on the third day of the film's narrative that we watch Jeanne 
sit for long periods of time, doing nothing, then abruptly standing, or 
doing something unnecessary (like cleaning the bibelots) or unusual (like 
trying to play with the neighbor's baby, who normally sits alone as Jeanne 
has her snack). If, at a certain point in the film, we begin to suspect a 
change in the pace of what we've been watching for two and a half hours, 
this has to do with the introduction of signs of anxiety, shots where the 
action is in "disaster mode." In Jeanne Dielman, the disruptions in the 
scene are relatively small; they could be analogues for the images that 
classic analytic editing would privilege, through cutaways and close-ups, 
as suggestions of something about to happen. 

Nevertheless, in showing all of Jeanne's vicissitudes-small disasters 
such as a falling fork , the loss of her usual coffee time, a baby howling-in 
an unchanged medium long shot, Akerman fixes these signs in the present 
time of their dramatic and material repercussions. Such mishaps are not to 
be read as forebodings, then, although they eventually function this way. 
To the extent that they are dramatic, it is through their actual noise and 
visual disturbance. The unease is felt through the disruption of the pace of 
the earlier scenes, with their untroubled movement (for the spectator) and 
domestic order (for Jeanne). The fact that Jeanne Dielman involves the 
spectator's attention in what in the hierarchy of spectacle is a minor her-
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meneutic chain leads more to the viewing of what is happening than to 
the prospect of what will happen. Although we have learned to decode 
Jeanne's routine, and thus know what to expect in the order of events, 
Akerman's episodic narrative structure holds surprises having nothing to 
do with the notion of a turn of events. One adjusts very slowly to the 
fact that the irruption of differences holds the promise of some dramatic 
change. In Jeanne Dielman, the suspension of expectation generates an-
other kind of suspense: the film experiments with the possibility of an 
attention to silence, blankness, and minor events but not as either a sign of 
some form of asceticism (a moralistic standpoint against traditional nar-
rative, for example) or the absolute precondition for or even announce-
ment of drama (like the stillness that reinforces the suspense of a thriller). 
Jeanne Dielman constitutes a radical experiment with being undramatic 
and, paradoxically, with drama's absolute necessity. 

The Murder, and, and, and . .. : An Aesthetics of Homogeneity 

Inertia. It is precise that "events take place. "-Michael Snow, 196729 

The scene in its duration charges itself like an electric condenser as it progresses 
and must be kept carefully insulated against all parasitic contacts until a sufficient 
dramatic voltage has been reached, which produces the spark that all the action 
has been directed toward.-Andrri Bazin on The Magnificent Amberson's kitchen 
scene30 

"No longer write about people's lives," Jean-Luc Godard says in Pierrot Ie 
Fou, through Jean-Paul Belmondo, "but only [about] what goes on be-
tween people in space ... like colors and sounds.":l1 Snow's work, the 
other major influence on Akerman's films, adds another level to Godard's 
phenomenological approach.32 He says of his film Wavelength (1967) 
that it 

attempts to be ... a "balancing" of different orders, classes of events, 
protagonists. The image of the yellow chair has as much value in its 
own world as the girl closing the window. The film events are not 
hierarchical but are chosen from a kind of scale of mobility that runs 
from pure light events, the various perceptions of the room, to the 
images of moving human beings. 33 

The documentary, and hence historical, element in structural film was 
noticed as early as Manny Farber's 1970 description of Wavelength as "a 
straightforward document of a room in which a dozen businesses have 
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lived and gone bankrupt. "34 The notion of a narrative in embryo contained 
in Farber's phrase is given fuller extension in Annette Michelson's 1971 
essay "Toward Snow," a concerted gesture toward reinscribing the ques-
tion of narrative within independent, structural film: 

As the camera continues to move ... forward, building a tension that 
grows in direct ratio to the reduction of the field, we recognize ... 
those horizons as defining the contours of narrative, of that narrative 
form animated by distended temporality turning upon cognition to-
ward revelation. 35 

Wavelength's camera movement of progressi ve revelation, which Michel-
son reads as a sort of epitomization of a suspense narrative, constitutes the 
perspective proper to a phenomenological "reduction of field." A pro-
tracted zoom and an extension of the visual field over a precise fixed focus 
shape the film. The shot affords a hyperbole of indexical information; it 
also affords a cumulative intensification that is structurally analogous to 
the teleological movement of narrative. 

In considering the potential connections between structural format and 
narrative processes, one might ask at what point an event should be con-
sidered dramatic within structural film, and whether intensity can in itself 
constitute drama. The literature of structural film refers constantly to ex-
ternal contingency as the "other" to the impassive camera. P. Adams Sit-
ney points to dawn as the "one exterior event that does leak in" to Ernie 
Gohr's Serene Velocity (1970);36 Stephen Koch points out an easy-to-miss 
event in Warhol's Empire (1964), the moment at dusk when the lights of 
the Empire State Building'S top thirty floors are turned on. 37 At a certain 
moment in both these films, what has so far been seen as a natural progres-
sion breaks into a sign, a difference. 

There is an affinity between this difference and the climactic moment of 
drama. If we look for this affinity within the context of minimalist art, we 
find it referenced in an epigrammatic scene presented by Robert Morris in 
1961. Krauss describes this performance as follows: 

The curtain parts. In the center of the stage is a column, standing 
upright, eight feet high .... Nothing else is on the stage. For three and 
a half minutes nothing happens; no one enters or leaves. Suddenly the 
column falls, three and a half minutes elapse. The curtain closes. 38 

The ironic display of the presence effect ofliteral sculpture, here evinced 
as theater, is also manifested, though differently, in structural film. The 
performance element sought in structural film-the seepage of the exhibi-
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tion context onto the text, and vice versa (the flicker effect, the sound ofthe 
projector, light particles, the addition of dust and scratches to the film)-is 
given an extra turn in Snow's work: the performance situation is acknowl-
edged, in much the same way that Morris pulls the curtain to "communi-
cate" conventional drama. Snow recognizes and incorporates the single 
element relegated backstage in the performances of structural-minimalist 
film: dramatic content. He stages instances of contingency as fragments of a 
would-be plot.39 

In Snow's work, human events hint at narrative in episodic spurts with-
out ever embracing continuity or motivation. The explicitly simulated 
fight shown in the afternoon party in Back and Forth (1969) cues the rest of 
the activities in the film as posed events. The performances in Back and 
Forth lack density and are not to be measured against naturalistic conven-
tions. Their consistent rarefaction (mock violence, posed gestures) is con-
strued in opposition to the marked physicality and resolute rhythm of the 
camera. As Snow states, "Oppositions are drama."4o 

Snow gives his narrative semblances quite strong connotations as allu-
sions. The very sparseness of narrative markers in the scene reveals the 
specific role that narrative assumes in his aesthetic.41 The fact that narra-
tive in its phenomenological and structural aspects is so strong in Snow's 
work shows that, for him, the use of narrative mementos functions as a 
counterpoint to the cinematic transformations in the body of the film, 
illustrating in an expository manner the equivalence of figurative and lit-
eral orders suggested in his statements. Snow's work is relevant here, how-
ever, mainly as a means to rethink the relations between the narrative 
memento constituted by the episodic (the various human occurrences in 
Back and Forth and in Wavelength) and a narrative intensity resulting 
from a structural insistence in a single direction (the zoom and the inten-
sification of sound in Wavelength, the syncopated speeding in Back and 
Forth).42 

From Hotel Monterey (1972) to Jeanne Dielman, these two kinds of nar-
rative (one made up of the episodic or discrete event, the other based on 
accumulation or structural intensification) are articulated as equivalent 
in Akerman's work. Episodic, discrete events such as the orgasm, the mur-
der, and even the disturbances in Jeanne's routine are dedramatized. Dra-
matic expectation is built up simultaneously with a distanciation created 
through the use of extended real-time shots. Illusion and fact are made 
equivalent. They are, however, both redirected within a different sort of 
(predetermined) narrative. Akerman gears the literal shots of Jeanne's rou-
tine so that they have a cumulative force, and indeed move toward a narra-
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tive climax pertaining to an entirely different, because fictional, register-
that of the murder scene. The murder scene makes clear the traversal of 
two distinct temporalities: one, the linear direction of the narrative, its 
irreversibility in real time (the seeping of coffee through a filter, for exam-
ple, is a structuring image in this mode); the other, a temporality that 
corresponds to the episodic events in the film, those instances that let one 
foresee a change of course and fate, the timid workings of drama. 

Both Akerman and Snow use a death scene as the main event that stands 
in for the figurative order of narrative. One should, however, distinguish 
between the stakes of the representation of death in each of these film-
makers' work. A comparison with Godard is in order here. In Breathless 
(1959), for instance, Godard presents Michel's death as the director's reluc-
tant compliance with the mandates of closure in classical narrative: even 
before Belmondo "decides" to die, the claim that simulation is intrinsic to 
the representation of death has already been made. Then, through a pro-
tracted choreography of fall in long take, the camera tracks Belmondo's 
body from a distance, framing and enhancing the spastic movements of his 
spectacu\,pr run. This shot creates an inspired homage to the artifices of 
cinematic performance.43 

This is precisely the sort of death that Snow demands in Wavelength. 
Death here is a stylized event and comes, as it were, from a different and 
generic narrative space (that offilm nair, for instance); Hollis Frampton's 
fall after dying contributes to a great lineage of stylized performances of 
death in cinema. But then the camera does not stop at the dead body but 
proceeds unblinkingly over it. The scene as a whole purports to be a sig-
nifier of nothing more than narrative per se. Thus the presentation of death 
ironically twists the significance of anti-illusionistic gestures of allusion: 
while Godard sets up a process of intertextuality that refers to specific 
filmic texts, Snow's film transforms narrative (with its hints of plot moti-
vation) explicitly into the other of a structural project-a matter of alter-
textuality. 

In Jeanne Dielman the murder scene is crucial in more than one way. 
First of all it clarifies what a hyperrealist narrative might be. In the film's 
system, it is the murder scene that displays the highest degree of fictive-
ness; in doing so, it sets off the fictional element latent within the literal-
ness of the domestic scenes-it foregrounds, in other words, the fictional 
and illusionary aspect of all the images. Since violent death is complicit 
with the very arbitrariness of fictional narrative,44 Akerman's use of a nar-
rative cliche activates, as it were, a second layer dormant under her narra-
tive of domesticity. 
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The notion of the cliche is helpful in understanding the subversive pow-
ers of cinematic hyperrealism, its peculiar sandwiching of literalness and 
representation. Suggesting a condensation of thematic redundance and 
serial reproduction, the term "cliche" refers to a platitude, a phrase flat-
tened out by repeated use. In its original meaning, it referred to a matrix for 
serial graphic reproduction. The layering of repetition and actuality in-
voked by a cliche indicates its social range: a cliche is inevitably involved 
with the prior resonances of a given form or representation. The fact that a 
specific phrase or mode can still communicate through and despite its 
redundance speaks of the cliche's force. Its potential effectiveness in film 
lies in the recognition of the difference that the cliche can still mean-
ingfully suggest. 

Jeanne Dielman continuously evokes the feeling that its narrative 
spreads over, selects, and recombines elements of another, fully consti-
tuted narrative. The film seems to stretch over a conventional narrative 
and to displace its melodramatic affect, otherwise conspicuously absent, 
into banal and mundane gestures.4S At times, an action like brushing 
shoes, or waiting for water to boil for coffee, seems to take on the dramatic 
intensity of one of those incidents in a '40s Hollywood melodrama when 
someone slaps someone's face or waits anxiously for a lover. (Jeanne's 
playing with the baby, on the other hand, hovers between comedy and hor-
ror film.) It is as if Akerman, instead of reproducing a charged image (of a 
Campbell's soup can, say, or of the Empire State Building)-instead, even, 
of making references to narrative events from other film work (the kind of 
reference constituted by Godard's pop gesture in Alphaville, 1966)-had 
incorporated stretches of classical narrative at the basis of her own modi-
fied drama. 

The film's narrative setup-a widow, living with her adolescent son, 
works in the afternoons as a prostitute taking clients in her home-and 
dialogues are blatantly founded on the absence of the father. Sylvain ex-
plicitly mentions his desire to defend his mother from his father's fiery 
sword (hurtful penis), indicating an oedipal scenario that the film exposes 
almost as if to dispose of it, be done with it, before going into the heart of 
another narrative, one whose texture is provided through Jeanne's solitary 
dealings. I will discuss this form of distributing information in more detail 
in the sixth chapter. For the moment, however, the particular quality of 
Akerman's process of allusion may in part be accounted for by the way she 
brackets the psychoanalytic references that inform her film and still makes 
them work to energize her drama. 

The invocation of a second layer of meaning is constantly present in the 
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film and, psychologically interpreted, represents the unconscious, which 
surfaces through lapses and breakdowns. Without entirely discarding this 
meaning, I would like to consider this second layer first of all as a symp-
tom of a repression with definite ideological implications. One can better 
understand the direction of this representation of repression if one takes 
the domestic movie melodrama as the main matrix for Akerman's hyper-
realist narrative. 

The family melodrama, aimed at a female audience, is Akerman's ge-
neric cliche, understood as the already loaded basis for her narrative trans-
mutations. A shared trait between melodrama and Jeanne Dieiman is 
the hint of a specifically gendered psychological pressure (which, how-
ever, is left unexpressed in Akerman's radically non psychological repre-
sentations). This psychological pressure has social correlates; indeed, 
the subversive potential of melodrama lies in the genre's emphasis on 
"an emotional dynamic whose social correlative is a network of external 
forces directed oppressingly inward. "46 As Linda Williams rightly claims, 
"Rather than raging against a fate that the audience has learned to accept 
[as in tragedy], the female hero [in melodrama] often accepts a fate that the 
audience at least partially questions. "47 The melodrama, then, becomes an 
indirect indictment of social pressures. 

Given its formal resolution, Jeanne Dieiman could best be described as 
at most a distant relative of the domestic melodrama. But the setting and 
scenario, the emphasis on inertia and social paralysis, and mostly the 
undercurrent of sexuality, stated even as it is repressed, all allow Akerman 
to flesh out some ofthe melodrama's premises. Akerman and the directors 
of melodrama share a desire to exact an understanding of social determi-
nants, an outcome paradoxically dependent on their narrow focus on indi-
vidual crisis. The resolute refusal in the melodrama to state a problem in 
any terms other than those of emotional and familial conflicts is magnified 
in Akerman's film by her intensification of interest both in the individual 
and in a nonpsychological representation. 

Jeanne Dieiman disallows a realist reading-where the stratum beneath 
the surface would stand for an essential, repressed event. It borrows its 
intensity from the memory of conventional melodrama and of that genre's 
emotional outbursts (and repressions). It directs this energy toward an 
alternative character construction. Provisionally, however, I would like to 
link this energy to the notion of a singular pathology, an energy that moves 
the character's actions in a realm both social and private. Neither of these 
realms, however, is the sale cause of those actions. 

In a filmic treatment as literal and devoid of psychology as that of Jeanne 
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Dielman, the sense of a double reference is triggered mostly because the 
film resorts to an actual narrative cliche-the "climax" represented by the 
murder. This "climax" forces us to rethink the status of such a scene, since 
the film otherwise seems to preclude traditional fictional strategies. It is by 
including this scene at all that Akerman creates the sense of a doubly 
layered narrative. Yet she shoots the murder scene in Jeanne Dielman in 
such a way as to derange a conventional dramatic hierarchy. 

For the first time in the film, we get to watch the bedroom scene. Jeanne 
sits at her dresser, unbuttons her blouse, and carefully folds it. The follow-
ing shot shows us her orgasm-from a slightly higher angle but still in a 
medium long shot. Next we are shown Jeanne in her initial position at the 
dresser, this time buttoning her blouse, while the john, a man with Arabic 
features, looks at her as if slightly puzzled, then lies back on the bed. In the 
mirror-which takes up the entire picture frame except for the bottom, 
where the lower part of the dresser appears-we watch Jeanne getting 
dressed. Her eyes lowered, she tucks her blouse into her skirt; she looks 
down, then stands up, still smoothing her skirt, and in a continuum from 
this gesture her hand goes from her skirt to the scissors, which are lying on 
the dresser. She picks them up and leaves the frame. Seconds later she 
reappears, falling with all her weight on the man and sticking the scissors 
into his neck. Then she removes them from his body and again leaves the 
frame. As she passes unseen, she replaces the scissors on the dresser. 

The tension between what we understand the action to mean and the 
purposive continuity of Jeanne's movement from getting dressed to mur-
der makes this scene remarkable. At this downplayed "climax," Akerman 
inverts the valences oftemporality operative in her film: the necessary yet 
potentially reversible design of tragedy, and the irreversible temporality of 
real time. 

The film's murder scene is a powerful example ofthe subtle dislocations 
that Akerman effects within an overall textural homogeneity. By incor-

Jeanne smoothes her shirt, Delphine Seyrig in Jeanne Dielman, 23 Quai du Com-
merce, 1080 Bruxelles (1975). Frame enlargement, print courtesy of New Yorker 
Films. 
Jeanne picks up the scissors, Delphine Seyrig in Jeanne Dielman, 23 Quai du Com-
merce, 1080 Bruxelles (1975). Frame enlargement, print courtesy of New Yorker 
Films. 
Jeanne stabs the john with the scissors, Delphine Seyrig in Jeanne Die/man, 23 Quai 
du Commerce, 1080 Bruxelles (1975). Frame enlargement, print courtesy of New 
Yorker Films. 
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porating this obviously fictional scene in a film marked by literalness, she 
doubles the arbitrariness suggested by the act of murder. 1\vo different 
registers-literal and fictional-are joined, made equivalent, but there is 
no apparent break in the film's cohesive texture or narrative consistency. 
Up until the murder scene, everything that happens is literally done as 
well as enacted. Indeed, the distinction between a literal gesture and a 
performance is canceled by the nature of the actions shown: as Jeanne 
peels potatoes and washes the dishes, the potatoes get peeled and the 
dishes get clean. At the same time that the orgasm and the murder are 
dramatically downplayed, then, they present the "obscenity" within the 
film system as being first and foremost founded on the leap from presenta-
tion to representation.48 It is the surface equivalence between literal task 
activities and a nonspectacular orgasm and murder that makes for the dis-
turbance the scene provokes. Even though the sequence of events seems 
justifiable in terms of content, the formal equality that the film proposes in 
the representations of cooking and of murdering smoothly but irrevocably 
upsets the apparently seamless causality of this narrative, its apparently 
homogeneous texture. 

The arbitrariness in this shift between literal and fictional registers con-
stitutes the film's major subversion. (I will return later to the locus of this 
subversion-to the scene ofthe crime.) Still, this shift cannot fully account 
for the film's disquieting quality. As Judith Mayne suggests, "There may 
not be an exact and identifiable cause for the murder of]eanne's client, but 
the threat of randomness, of an interruption which is not immediately 
regulated and defined within cycles of repetition and ritual, looms over 
the film from the outset."49 Indeed, throughout the film a specific series 
of events operates as a generic "threat of randomness," a threat to the or-
der both Jeanne and Akerman so carefully keep. The murder, in fact, is 
only a privileged disturbance within a film system already saturated with 
unease. 

The Automaton: Agency and Causality in Jeanne Die/man 

Not only routine activities but such elements as light and sound seem to 
escape the rigid diegetic and cinematic orders. And in a way it is Aker-
man's confusion of these two realms, the "within" and the "outside," that 
is subversive: one does not know to what point the filmmaker is "in con-
trol." The erratic hum of a motor, for example, may break into the scene 
seemingly without notice. It can be seen as an example of the eruption 
of an uncontrolled "nature" into the film's order, which absorbs that 
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eruption. Or else, more simply, it can be considered as an enlargement of 
the material complexity of the field that Akerman makes available for 
consideration-just as the flickering of a neon light across the dining table 
at night can be recognized, appropriately, as a counterimage to the regu-
lated turning on and off of lights that characterizes Jeanne's frugality. 50 

On another level, the refrigerator's white noise and the neon light can be 
considered as traces of the pro filmic randomness intrinsic to some struc-
tural film. Such randomness is supposed to create a friction against an 
unswerving filmic structure. These sounds expand the visual and aural 
filmic field, promoting a reading of cinematic materiality that, in Aker-
man, is clearly redirected toward what Mary Ann Doane terms a "suspense 
without expectations. "51 The dawn at the end of Gehr's Serene Velocity or 
the windows in Snow's Wavelength hold a similar suggestion of uncon-
trolled, "natural" disruptions. More subliminally, however, the erratic 
eruptions in Jeanne Dielman work as reminders of an autonomy not en-
tirely controlled by Jeanne's compulsive ordering. 

It is almost with a shock of recognition that Mayne tells us how she long 
overlooked the fact that in the kitchen in Jeanne Dielman there is some-
times one chair by the table, sometimes two, and never any explanation for 
the change. "Is it possible," she asks, "that the creation of order, of such 
precise and seemingly controlled framing and mise-en-scene, is not only 
so strong but so seductive that blatantly disruptive details such as this pass 
unnoticed?"52 The sense of threat that we feel as we watch the film, in 
other words, derives not only from our perception of disruption but from 
our complicity with the character's desire for normality, a complicity we 
may only recognize retroactively. 

Akerman marks a divorce from Jeanne's orderliness and from the film's 
formal precision by allowing Jeanne's material world to be pervaded with 
a sense of randomness. This "threat of randomness" is embodied at several 
points in Jeanne Dielman by a sort of animism on the part of the objects in 
Jeanne's home, an animism that can be seen as the objects' necessary, "or-
ganic" intrusion on the artificiality of cinematic procedures-as the natu-
ral element within a rigidity ofform (Akerman) and of behavior (Jeanne). 
Animism-the attribution of conscious life to material forms of reality-
serves, in part, as a metaphor for a sort of randomness: a material order's 
seeming resistance to being tamed. Jeanne's breakdown on the third day, 
for example, is staged mostly as a struggle against objects. 

Let us consider the effects of animism within the story, its significance 
for Jeanne. Many behaviorist accounts of psychology report that recurring 
traits of an obsessional compulsive are an intolerance of ambiguity-the 
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tendency toward symmetry, overpunctuality, meticulousness, frugality-
and that the greatest fear of obsessive compulsives is to admit to their own 
actions, to a will that is their own.53 Desire is presented as an external 
demand and is shaped as a set of rules, orders, and obligations that would 
seem to preclude the subject's sense of autonomy. In the film, objects-
soapsuds, a button, a brush-move seemingly at their own will and ir-
respective of Jeanne's conscious desires. Thus they represent the main 
eventuality that a compulsive behavior pattern is supposed to fend off: 
autonomy. 54 

The notion of animism helps explain the disquieting quality of Jeanne 
Dielman in yet another respect as well. The film's overall lethal quality 
depends on a series of related concepts: the very fabric of this uncanny 
tour of domestic bliss is constituted not only through Akerman's doubling 
ofreferentiality-her hyperrealism-but from the obsessive compulsion to 
repeat and from the drive for stasis-present through Jeanne. The sense of 
a displaced, uncontrolled autonomy is theorized in Freud's "The Un-
canny."55 This text deals with the reverberations of the desire for and fear 
of stasis as it is displaced onto the external world. Coincidence, the ap-
pearance of the double, deja vu, as well as passing misrecognitions of 
something or someone quite familiar, are seen as figures for the uncanny, a 
perverse compulsion on the part of nature to repeat. The fright of mis-
recognition incited by the figure of the automaton, its uncanniness, has to 
do with one's perception of how much the effect of animation-where 
intentions unquestionably issue from an interiority-might be in fact cre-
ated from a set of a priori, mechanical, external rules. Here the link be-
tween an obsessive compulsive behavior and the automaton is uncovered. 
The automaton is a figuration for the anxiety lying behind the need to 
objectify desire. And it is this displacement that guarantees the implica-
tion of the spectator in his/her complicity with a desire for stasis and 
order. Akerman figures the precariousness of the subject's sense of au-
tonomy by having inanimate objects-the external world-express them-
selves against the subject. She thus objectifies the obsessive compulsive's 
distorted sense of autonomy, breaking her own initial complicity with the 
character's desire for control. 

The notion of the "disquieting familiar"56 is particularly cogent in a 
film about domesticity, the scene that Akerman recalls experiencing as a 
little girl observing her own mother's gestures, intently and from a certain 
distance. 57 What is familiar and domestic Akerman reveals as utterly 
strange; in this resurfacing of estrangement she invokes the uncanny. The 
situation and theme experienced through the film are literally defamiliar-
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ized. Where the.family melodrama synecdochally caricatures domesticity 
through such devices as aprons, cakes, and dishes, Akerman insists on the 
familiarity of the domestic scene to the point where she creates one that is 
unbearably alienated. 

The main condition for the emergence of uncanniness is a hesitation 
between two states: a dichotomy of animate and inanimate (clearly related 
to the fear of death). As the best examples of the uncanny, Freud quotes 
Jentch's (1906) discussion of figures of the automaton-those instances of 
"doubts whether an apparently animate being is really alive or conversely 
whether a lifeless object might not be in fact animate."58 Describing "the 
impression made by waxwork figures, artificial dolls and automatons," 
Freud notes "the uncanny effect of epileptic seizures and the manifesta-
tions of insanity, because these excite in the spectator the feeling that 
automatic, mechanical processes are at work, concealed beneath the ordi-
nary appearance of animation"59 (my italics). 

All these figures imply a realistic representation, where animate and 
inanimate vie with each other in a balanced simulacral effect of "mechan-
ical processes at work beneath the ordinary appearance of animation." 
Indeed, on a formal level, it has been recognized that the uncanny is most 
liable to result from a homogeneous, realistic texture. Freud himself refers 
to the amplification of uncanniness effected by a setting of "physical real-
ity."60 Once placed in an imaginary or fantasy setting, he argues, a story or 
event has less chance of evoking uncanniness, for there is no hesitation 
between the imaginary and the real. The phantasmic reverberation of 
an image is increased by a realist context-one in which the uncanny 
figure (image, scene) is only minimally detached from its background. 
Conversely, the uncanny is virtually nonexistent in a fairy tale, which is 
already framed as fantastic. Thus John de Andrea's naked hyperrealist 
sculptures, which fail to blend with their surroundings (unlike Duane 
Hanson's fully dressed hyperrealist types, which can almost be mistaken 
for unusually motionless people), do not present an uncanny effect.61 

In her analysis of Hanson's hyperrealist sculptures, Naomi Schor refers 
to three-dimensionality as contributing to the uncanny effect that charac-
terizes hyperrealism.62 This "added dimension" is one in which the detail 
or "accessory has been promoted to a radical centrality."63 

With cinema, of course, we have no third dimension. Yet the excess of 
det&.il apparent in the extended, scrutinizing gaze of a film like Jeanne 
Dielman founds the reading of the hyperrealist image on a similar and 
constitutive uncertainty: the illusion of naturalistic representation prom-
ises the animate, promises reality, at the same time that its excessiveness 
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suggests an artificiality that can pertain only to the inanimate order of the 
inorganic. This, of course, is the order of the cinematic surface.54 Hence 
the perverse autonomy of the inanimate objects in Jeanne Dielman should 
mainly be seen as a figuration of the uncanny, which informs the film at 
the level of its style and texture-its hyperrealist images.65 At the same 
time, the disquieting quality imparted by hyperrealism is in perfect accord 
with the obsessive compulsiveness of the film's central character, Jeanne, 
who, in her daily rituals, seems to live at the lowest level of self-definition 
or autonomy.fi6 

Since the film establishes a rigid correspondence between the order of 
content and the order of cinematic structuring, Jeanne's mistakes in her 
own routine constitute only the most blatant cues for her emerging auton-
omy. These slips are not, of course, in the same class as the irregular 
appearance of sound, light, or chairs. The refrigerator hum, the flickering 
neon, the error in continuity respecting how many chairs there are in the 
kitchen-all can be seen as Akerman's basso commentary on the autonomy 
of the cinematic order vis-a.-vis Jeanne's own, failing autonomy. Nonethe-
less, what these animistic spurts signal is the intermittent coexistence, 
within the film's system, of different orders of events in an extremely 
unstable balance. And at least in part, this precariousness is attendant on 
the wavering between the literal and the symbolic registers intrinsic to 
minimal hyperrealism. 

This instability is made evident with the scene of the orgasm and mur-
der. By occupying what was formerly an absent scene, a bracketed space, 
this scene stands as evidence of some hidden possibility. It introduces 
both the purely fictive register of representation (as opposed to Akerman's 
up-until-then literal renditions) and the character's automatism. What 
needs to be noticed is the linkage between what might be perceived as the 
character's automatic (in the sense of mechanical and unwilled) gesture 
and Akerman's aesthetics-her privileging of a serial accretion that seems 
blind to the different orders of events (figurative and literal) and aligns 
them as the same. 

The associations of minimalism and hyperrealism with obsessive com-
pulsion chart the formal and political reach of this blindness, this subver-
sive equation of different orders of events-this aesthetics of homogeneity. 
Against the art that preceded it (which, if it reversed or suspended Carte-
sian logic, did so through a process of negation based on absence or on the 
absurd), minimal art suggests an alternative that is antirationalist without 
being irrational. In fact this art operates through an excess of rational 
order-an excess, however, that at the same time seems arbitrary in that it 
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follows the dictates of non teleological, manic addition. The relentless cat-
aloguing of gestures and shots possible within a restricted grid is an exam-
ple of this assertion of an alternative logic-not irrational but overly ra-
tional. Krauss links this process of serial singular instantiation (what she 
calls an "absurd nominalism") with a system of compulsions that ad-
dresses itself to the "purposelessness of purpose, to the spinning gears of a 
machine disconnected from reason."67 Her perceptive analogy between 
minimalist accumulation and the rituals of obsessional logic can be taken 
further in Jeanne Dielman. 

Akerman's reliance on the concrete presentation of action as it happens 
in time, her refusal of cinema's usual abbreviations, is an intrinsic part of 
her twisting of logic and causality. Yet although she displays the murder 
scene in exactly the same way as she does all the other scenes, thus rein-
forcing the notion of a cumulative and nonteleological seriality, the inter-
est of her minimalism lies in its simultaneous dramatic inflection: in her 
use of a content that is not meant to preclude signification. If, for Beckett, 
Molloy's sucking stone might work as well as any other object to circulate 
within an obsessional logic,"" for Akerman domestic tasks and the after-
noon prostitution are not quite interchangeable-not, at least, as much as 
Jeanne could have wanted (and Akerman formally proposes). Jeanne DieJ-
man takes the obsessional order to its "logical" consequences: pathos. 
Thus the film deranges the pure alogic of minimalism through a leakage of 
melodrama. 

Through a gesture entirely contained within a preestablished melodra-
matic order of sudden reversals, and within the heroic determination (and 
asceticism) that defines a gesture as tragic, Jeanne stabs her client after 
having an orgasm. Yet the way in which Akerman shows this scene quali-
fies the dramatic tone ofthe events: the action happens as if it followed the 
dictates of an external yet regulated order (the linear, irreversible passing 
of real time). Jeanne performs the murder as if it were one more necessary 
action within a series of routine timed gestures. Redesigning drama, Aker-
man purposefully skips the representation of causes. For motives she sub-
stitutes a series of automatic, alienated gestures, all with a similar affect. 
And although these gestures each pertain to a different, independent cate-
gory, she makes their sequence radically continuous. By thus simulating 
their equality to the utmost degree, Akerman defiles the significance of 
both drama and banality. If the tragic is defined by the possibility of pre-
dicting as well as retroactively confirming the fate of a given character, one 
could say, along with de Duve, that the static conditions of tragedy are 
present in the film but not its dynamic conditions.69 The film presents all 
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the conditions for the emergence of classical tragedy: a single space, a 
linear chronology, a single character. But the characters in Jeanne Dielman 
are not moved by acceleration, by an internal force. In fact they barely 
move, shifting in space through constant motions-the motions of habiUo 

Our initial question about the surplus generated by an overly rigid no-
tion of balance can at this point be posed anew, though it needs to expand 
and encompass another, related question: within Akerman's aesthetics of 
homogeneity, does the "purposelessness of purpose," or Jeanne's repeti-
tion compulsion, function as the counterpart of Akerman's formal strat-
egies of description and literalness'? If so, how does the murder scene fit 
into this scenario of repetition and literalness? 

At issue is the difference between an autonomous, willed gesture and a 
mechanical, meaningless repetition. Though the entire film seems fraught 
with a deathly texture, a "lethal quality," the main figuration of this mood 
is clearly the murder scene. More acutely, this scene marks the operative 
perversion ofthe film-a perversion related to its reading and reception. 

It is interesting to note how much of the critical readings of Jeanne 
Dielman are provoked by Akerman's perverse mimicry of psychoanaly-
sis's theater of visibility in her structuring of on- and off-scene events. The 
film can be seen as structured on a model of the manifest and the latent. 
Most immediately given is a filmic structure based on a dichotomy be-
tween visibility and invisibility: extended takes of housekeeping actions 
(the scene) are opposed to very short takes and off-screen vestiges for the 
elided actions of prostitution (the obscene). 

Claire Johnston's analysis of Jeanne Dielman, for instance, indulges in a 
terminological slippage whereby "absence" connotes both a visual and 
aural phenomenon and a psychoanalytic construct. Here is Johnston's in-
terpretation of the events leading to the murder: 

A repressed sexuality erupting as jouissance. setting up a series of 
parapraxes, creating both the disorganization of physical space and 
temporal gaps. This eruption of the semiotic, the drives. closed off 
from our view and unnarrated, ... constitutes an expenditure with-
out exchange within the economy set up by the film text. As such it 
must be annulled in the act of murder. in the abolition ofthe phallus. 71 

The analysis is in certain respects indisputable and is voiced, with slight 
variations, by several other feminist critics.72 My suspicion of it grows, 
paradoxically, from its adequacy: I am suspicious of the ease with which 
Akerman's work is read as perfectly matching two different orders of 
discourse-one formal and cinematic, the other theoretical. This homo-
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logical tendency issues from a methodological error and is based on the 
essentialist fantasy of making a theoretical concept, the unconscious let 
us say, cinematically visible. In most readings of the film, it leads to a 
subtending determinism. One should be careful not to reduce Akerman's 
work to a sophisticated structure that frames or makes visible the disrup-
tive element, be it a gesture, a sound, or a drive. Jeanne Dielman may lend 
itself to a reading of the dichotomy between a dry, minimal background (of 
withheld gestures and camera movements) and a visual disturbance (in 
the expression of compulsion, which is then privileged as a surfacing 
repressed meaning). This structural dichotomy is then transferred to the 
division between conscious and unconscious, where the "obscene" repre-
sents the repressed. But such a reading is reductive to the extent that it 
takes the eruption of "repressed pleasure" (the "acte manquee," as Aker-
man calls the orgasm and murder) as the event ofthe film. 

In "Jeanne Dielman: Death in Installments," Jayne Loader sets out to 
"correct" Akerman's film-perfect, in her opinion, but for the inclusion 
of a "sensationalist murder," an unnecessary event introduced in the film 
for purely rhetorical reasons. For Loader, Akerman succumbs "to the de-
mands ofthe traditional narrative film form that requires a bang-up ending 
and the culture that requires a neatly packaged and thoroughly acceptable 
message. "73 In a very different response, Brenda Longfellow debates both 
the dispassionate murder and the orgasm that precedes it in terms that 
relate each to the other, and that link Jeanne's motives and the rhetorical 
effectiveness of the film. In Longfellow's view, the murder scene has two 
possible readings: as a negation either of Jeanne's desire or of the law. In 
either case, it stands as "the one singular act of unbridled affirmation, of 
violent refusal. "74 

This kind of feminist reading of Jeanne Dielman privileges the eruption 
of the character's autonomy as a sign of a (social) system in crisis. Are 
Akerman's formal politics indeed restricted to this notion of autonomy? 
Jeanne's affectlessness can certainly be co-opted through a psychological 
reading, yet I would read the "purposelessness of purpose" (suggested by a 
nondifferentiated accretion of gestures) as pertaining not to the logic of 
"character"-to a psychological breakdown-but to the film's hybridiza-
tion of tragic and minimalist logics. Under the guise of a homogeneous 
texture, these logics operate at cross-purposes, stating the significance 
of intensity, excess, and evidence as a viable alternative for psychologi-
cal representation. The borderline status that characterizes Akerman's 
diegesis-characters are perceived as compulsive, alienated, mutant-can 
actually be seen, in this connection, as part of a larger affliction of the 
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filmic system. The film's ateleological accretion (of shots, of movements) 
offers no guarantee of stability. The supplement (the arationality) gener-
ated by the character's manic obsession with order, as well as by Aker-
man's "blind" stringing together of cooking and killing, is the matter. 

The mutual exclusiveness between a literal and a symbolic meaning 
constitutes what Paul de Man has called an allegory of reading. The lan-
guage conventions ruling a traditional experience of image and text (con-
ventions that would direct our reading either to the literal or to the meta-
phoric or symbolic sense) can in certain instances be subverted through an 
imposed, flickering reading. For example, to take one of de Man's points, 
the question "What is the difference'?" could refer to an interest in the 
difference itself (between this or that) or could be taken rhetorically to 
constitute a questioning of the validity of the question itself; to constitute 
an in-difference. To verify the effectiveness of this allegory of reading in 
Akerman's cinematic minimal hyperrealism, we would have to ask what 
kind of closure, if any, is attained through the stroboscopy of mutually 
exclusive-literal and figurative-registers in Jeanne Dielman. 

The unsettled referent of the question "What is the difference?" can help 
us perceive the nature of the reductionism involved in a causal reading of 
Jeanne Dielman, a reading entirely through the fictional register. Such an 
interpretation would undoubtedly point to the orgasm and the murder as 
the film's circumscribed and discrete loci of recognizable "differences": 
the determining factors for the character's actions. But the in-difference 
latent in the other inflection of the phrase "What is the difference?" dis-
avows this reading. Akerman's repeated statements on the equality of tra-
ditional dramatic scenes and images "low in the hierarchy of drama" di-
rectly address the attempt to reduce the film to a naturalistic plot of cause 
and effecV5 Instead of making the expected explanation of Jeanne's ges-
tureo'6 Akerman has consistently defended her decisions about the murder 
scene as a needed narrative effect: 

Certain people hate this murder and say "you have to be more pure. If 
you show a woman doing dishes, you shouldn't show a murder." But I 
don't think that's true. The strength of the thing is to show them both 
in the same film. And it didn't end with the murder. There are seven 
really very strong minutes after that. 77 

Indeed, one can be tempted to assign the film's hermeneutic key to this 
last, seven-minute shot of life at its minimal denominator. The lethal qual-
ity of Jeanne Dielman is perfectly epitomized in this suspended ending-a 
shot of Jeanne almost motionless. This long take of Jeanne sitting in the 
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living room reinstates the significance of the in-differentiation to which 
the film has referred all along-in the repetition compulsion ofthe charac-
ter's gestures, in the series of slips in activities carried on automatically. 78 

If the "spectacle of mere functioning life" keeps us breathing in sync 
with the breathing in Warhol's film Sleep (1963),79 the light flickering on 
Jeanne, mysteriously crossing her face, as she sits at the dining table after 
the murder, establishes the possibility of viewing the flickering of a wea-
ried emotion. The last shot-"the seven really very strong minutes after 
that"-communicates the throbbing state we traverse with Jeanne, con-
veyed in her unforgettable expressions and gestures. Yet once again, any 
"sentimentality about the end" is disallowed by the preceding murder 
scene. And Akerman's recourse to that scene in part reflects her desire to 
avoid an open-ended structure, a lack of closure that would "boringly" 
repeat the film's nondramatic beginning.8o One needs, then, to rethink the 
equivalence of the two images of death proposed in the film-first, a ho-
meostatic apathy that is a kind of death and, second, the murder-as the 
flickering poles of an irresolvable either/or, of a stable irresolution. The 
ultimate inability of the character's obsessive compulsion to paste over an 
unco-optable alterity-the arbitrary senselessness of the murder scene-
marks the resistance of Jeanne Dielman to any kind of psychological deter-
minism. 

Joan Copjec's theorization of the relations between the notions of the 
automaton, causality, and the real in Jacques Lacan helps us understand 
the potential subversiveness of the film's ambivalent conclusion. Her 
positing of inertia (through Freud and Lacan) as an antievolutionary no-
tion is especially interesting in this respect. 81 Inertia is that "which op-
poses, suspends, the evolutionary, temporal continuity on which a vitalist 
idealism such as Bergson's is conceptually based and which ultimately 
depends on a hidden teleology, a determinist belief in a Primary Cause 
always at work erasing the possibility of any new beginning."82 Jeanne 
Dielman resolutely denies teleology. The film's ending, in its grand figura-
tion of inertia, suspends circularity; this end is not a return of (in the sense 
of a cathartic return to) the beginning.83 

The quasi-mechanical attributes of Jeanne/Delphine Seyrig's perfor-
mance preclude as well as necessitate arbitrariness. Though the lack of 
psychological motivation in Seyrig's performance sabotages a reductionist 
reading of the orgasm and murder scene as the repressed event of the film, 
her seeming automatism justifies, in the narrative, the arbitrariness of the 
change of registers-Akerman's/Jeanne's "purposelessness of purpose." 
The murder scene constitutes the real excess to this literalist-descriptive 
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tour de force. In affirming its necessity, Akerman is not only answering to a 
political, feminist demand for closure. The murder scene constitutes the 
transfiguration of the banal-not only of reality, but of narrative. To re-
present a narrative cliche under the aegis ofliteralness is to reclaim fiction 
as one more element in the unending series of "and, and, and" that propels 
the film as pure accumulation. The telos of this accumulation becomes a 
matter of the kind of difference one is willing to stop at in experiencing 
repetition. 

I want to return to the notion of the automaton, through which, we saw 
above, a vague threat of animism is introduced into the film's texture and 
events. We should consider one more distinction: Copjec notes that while 
our current sense ofthe word "automaton" refers to a mechanical effect, a 
movement performed "as if by some motive power, but which in fact is 
monotonous, routine and without intelligence," for the Greeks "automa-
ton" was "an adjective which, applied to a person, meant acting of one's 
own will, of oneself ... applied to events, happening of themselves, with-
out cause, accidentally or naturally."84 Through Jeanne, Akerman corre-
lates, without entirely collapsing, the current and ancient meanings of 
"automaton." In the process she brings out the internal fissure, the threat, 
lying behind the automaton: 

If we are always threatened by the fact that some part of this body 
(symbolic) might escape our attention, this is because language al-
ways produces an excess of meaning .... The excess which Lacan 
calls the object small a is the non-symbolizable product of symboliza-
tion itself. It is the little kernel of nonsense, of the real which Freud so 
persistently sought in every hallucination, the cause to which the 
subject is subjected.85 

This threat, Copjec points out, is often negotiated "by recourse to one form 
of determinism or another. Even in the absence of my conscious attention, 
my arm will move automatically (we see how eventually the two senses of 
automaton coincide), I tell myself. "86 

Jeanne Dielman voids the eventuality of this coincidence. Thus the film 
figures the discrepancy between the two versions of "automaton" as a 
wound at the heart of the representation of intentionality: as a short circuit 
in the possibility of a deterministic (and essentialist) reading. Instead of 
leading to an ultimate cause (whether for the character's gestures or for 
Akerman's), the film is a liminal representation that insists on the prob-
lematics of causes. 

Through the perverse homology of two distinct images of death-one 
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inert, the other active-Akerman adds a structuring ambivalence to the 
film's representation. For the question of whether Jeanne acts through a 
monotonous, routine, nonintelligent movement-automatically-or in-
stead acts of her own will-autonomously-resists interpretation.87 This 
ambivalence does not impede the film from affirming a feminist aesthet-
ics. It does suggest, however, how the film's blinding clarity goes beyond a 
mere rhetorical effectiveness. 
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